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Twelve Men Went MissingTwelve Men Went Missing

Six months later they awake from drug-induced stupors to find themselves locked in a lab. On the night of a new

moon, eleven of those men - possessing new gifts of speed, strength and inhuman powers - break out of their prison

and race through the streets of Los Angeles. They disappear one by one into the night.

˃˃˃ Werewolves Are On The Loose Werewolves Are On The Loose

Mika Lenna - a powerful dream traveler and head of Olento Research - wants to control the world. To do that, he

must create an army of assassins. Capturing the twelve men was easy, as was experimenting on them while keeping

them in drug-induced stupors. But now all hell has broken loose - wolf-like men have been spotted across the nation,

leaving fatal attacks in their midst. Mike must tear every city apart until his invaluable werewolves are back under

his control.

˃˃˃ The Race Is On The Race Is On

The Lucidite Institute's main mission is to save the world from injustices. Their best agent, Adelaide Lewis, needs to

find these mutated men and protect them and society, and fast. Adelaide realizes that she has to find the Alpha Wolf.

Only once she's located him can she stop whoever is behind this experiment to create wild beasts out of human

beings.
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